Case study

NE DistriService
NE DistriService is the dedicated specialist for distribution of window
decorations in the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxemburg!

More information: www.aventeon.com

Real time insight using Logistics.ONE!
For principals, NE DistriService performs the delivery of items such as roller blinds, venetian
blinds, curtains, panel tracks and other fragile goods. Every day, the trucks of NE DistriService
deliver over 10.000 shipments to interior decorators, malls, D.I.Y shops and consumers. The
central warehouse is based in the city of Nunspeet, close to motorways A28 and A50. NE
DistriService focusses on generating added value by realizing a carefree logistics process, in
which customer demands are leading.
"We have been using the Logistics.ONE software for over 10 years now, for us it is more like a
partnership”.
NE DistriService guarantees reliability through expertise, flexibility and by being alert. To
ensure the highest levels of these qualities, real time view over all processes is essential.
Automation plays a decisive role, inside their warehouses and outside their warehouses
where drivers are performing services.
“Having the ability to act and communicate based on real time information is crucial for
maintaining our high level of services”, says Mark Molhoek, IT Manager at NE DistriService.
“Using Logistics.ONE we establish full control over our processes. In case events happen “not
as planned”, we inform every party in the supply chain. Everybody involved receives the
relevant information and when needed actions are executed. We used to deliver our
shipments mainly to retailers, but as an effect generated by E-Commerce, we are
experiencing a strong increase in deliveries to consumers. For that reason we also use the
“Customer Web Portal” component which Aventeon offers as an option.

We set high standards for our delivery processes, they why we supplied our drivers
with Logistics.ONE
Within the complete supply chain, barcode scanning has proven to be a highly effective tool
for NE DistriService. We can not work without it. That’s the reason why we decided to select a
device with internal barcode scanner.
“We have been using Aventeon software and services for over 10 years, for us it has been a
pleasure and we experienced it as a partnership. We like it when, in case we supply parties
with input, the final result demonstrated our input has been taken into account. It is also
crucial for us, our suppliers show vision and have the ability to participate in technological
developments. We are very pleased our partner Aventeon has clearly shown they are really
innovative initiators!”
More information?
> www.aventeon.com
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We have experienced
Aventeon as an
innovative initiator!”
- NE DistriService
More information: www.ne.nl

